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No apparent association between HLA and multiple sclerosis in southern Chinese

B R HAWKINS,* Y L YU,† E WOO,† C Y HUANG†

From the Departments of Pathology* and Medicine† University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong

SUMMARY HLA-A, -B and -DR antigens have been studied in 34 Chinese patients with multiple sclerosis and 100 normal healthy controls. Unlike patients of other ethnic groups in which multiple sclerosis is associated with HLA-DR2, there was no obvious association with any HLA antigen in the Chinese patients, although the overall distribution of antigens did not appear typical of the southern Chinese population from which the patients were drawn.

The association of multiple sclerosis with HLA-DR2 and to a lesser extent with A3 and B7 has been established clearly in a number of studies in Caucasians. Other ethnic groups show variable HLA-A and -B associations with the disease but, with the exception of Japanese and Israelis, the association with DR2 remains a frequent finding. Multiple sclerosis is a rare disease in Chinese and only one study of HLA associations in Chinese patients has been published to date. This paper examines the distribution of HLA-A, -B and -DR antigens in a group of 34 southern Chinese patients in Hong Kong.

Subjects and methods

Patients 34 patients with multiple sclerosis, 21 females and 13 males, representing the majority of cases in Hong Kong were identified through a territory-wide investigation of the disease (in preparation). The diagnosis was based on a detailed neurological examination supported by relevant laboratory investigations. Patients were classified using the criteria proposed by Poser et al. Twenty-three patients satisfied the criteria for classification as clinically definite, five as laboratory supported definite and six as clinically probable. All patients originated from Hong Kong or Guangdong Province in southern China.

Controls One-hundred normal healthy southern Chinese controls were obtained from hospital staff, university staff and students. Volunteers were not included in the control group if it was known that one or more of their parents or recent ancestors had originated outside Hong Kong or Guangdong Province.

HLA typing Patients and controls were tested for HLA-A, -B, and -DR antigens using the standard lymphocyte microcytotoxicity test. All were tested using "Oriental" ABC and DR typing trays purchased from One Lambda, Inc., California. These trays were supplemented by antisera obtained from local donors or from laboratories overseas.

Statistical analysis HLA antigen frequencies in patients and controls were compared using a 2 × 2 contingency analysis (χ² test) incorporating Yate's correction for each antigen.

Results

HLA antigen frequencies in patients and controls are shown in the table. Generally, the agreement between patients and controls was close, both when the patients were considered in total and when the patients with clinically definite disease were considered separately. For none of the antigen comparisons was the chi-square value greater than 3.84 which would suggest statistical significance at the 5% level. Interestingly, however, among the antigens possessed by the 34 patients were some which are not seen typically in southern Chinese. One of the patients provided the first example of HLA-Bw52 and another the first example of HLA-A32 seen during the testing of over 2,000 southern Chinese in Hong Kong. Four of the patients (11.8%) possessed antigens having characteristics of A30 and A31 whereas these antigens normally occur in only approximately 3% of southern Chinese. In each case the antigen assignment was confirmed using appropriate international workshop sera. HLA-Bw46, which is a typically southern Chinese antigen, occurred in only 11.8% of the
patients compared with 31% of normal controls. HLA-DR2, which is associated with multiple sclerosis in other ethnic groups, occurred in 50% of the patients compared with 38% of controls but the difference was not statistically significant.

Discussion

Multiple sclerosis is a rare disease in Orientals, with a prevalence of about 0.8/100,000 in Hong Kong Chinese (in preparation). This study of 34 Chinese patients with multiple sclerosis, representing most of the known patients from Hong Kong’s population of 5.7 million, has shown no apparent association of the disease with any particular HLA antigen. In other ethnic groups the disease has been shown consistently to be associated with HLA-DR2, with the notable exception of Israelis and Japanese. A recent study of Chinese patients in Sichuan Province in central China also showed no association with HLA-DR antigens but reported associations with B16 and Bw22. These antigens were not associated with multiple sclerosis in the present study of southern Chinese.

Of particular interest in the present study was the finding that, although there were no statistically significant differences between patients and controls in terms of individual antigens, the overall distribution of antigens was not characteristic of the southern Chinese population. A32 and Bw52 were detected for the first time in southern Chinese, A30 and A31 occurred with four times their normal frequency, and Bw46 which is a typically southern Chinese antigen occurred with less than half its usual frequency. None of these findings were statistically significant individually, but taken as a whole could suggest the possible presence of HLA genes within the multiple sclerosis patients that have been introduced from outside the normal southern Chinese gene pool.

The strong association of HLA-DR2 with multiple sclerosis in Caucasians and the absence of an obvious HLA association in Chinese presents an interesting anomaly. It may be relevant to note that HLA-DR2 in normal Caucasians contains at least two sero-
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logical subtypes with characteristic DNA patterns using DQx and DQβ probes. At the DNA level in the Chinese, however, many DR2 cells from apparently healthy subjects do not show typical patterns with these probes. Thus, the possibility cannot be overlooked that although there is no general increase in the frequency of serologically-defined DR2 in Chinese patients with multiple sclerosis, all or some of the DR2 genes present could have a specific DNA pattern which is common to multiple sclerosis. Studies of these patients at the DNA level would seem essential to exclude a true HLA association with multiple sclerosis in Chinese.
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